
PETERBOROUGH NEW DANCE is an animator of contemporary dance and, under the banner
PUBLIC ENERGY, related forms encompassing theatre, new music and interdisciplinary work.
Since 1994 we have presented a mainstage series of dance companies and independent
choreographers drawn from across Canada, commissioned new work in concert with other
Canadian presenters on the CanDance Network, and supported the development of the local
dance, theatre and performance community by presenting area artists and arranging specialized
classes and workshops. Tax deductible donations can be made on line at www.canadahelps.org.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Charmaine Eddy (Chair), Barbara Chisholm, Bill James, Bill Kimball

Free Mailing List: We’ll send you details of our upcoming events by post or email.
Call us with your address at (705) 745-1788 or email us

dancing@publicenergy.ca
336 George St. N., PO Box 2319, Peterborough ON  K9H 7Y8

www.publicenergy.ca
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PETERBOROUGH NEW DANCE & PUBLIC ENERGY
SUPPORTERS

Hydrogen ($500+)
Charmaine Eddy, Sarah Gencey, Krishna Gupta

Wind ($100+)
Anonymous, Dr. A. Michael Allcott,  Susan Bunting, Nadine

Changfoot, Barabara Chisholm, Philip and Julia Cockshutt, Margaret
Cockshutt, Frances Daunt, Suzanne Galloway, Veronica Hollinger,
Leigh MacDonald,  PowerHouse Digital Video, Patricia Quinn and 

David de Launay, Kim Rabishaw, Jeanette Sanderson, Alan and Linda
Slavin, Robert Winslow, Reem Yassawi

Solar ($25+)
Molly Bennett, Bethune Street Brain Trust, Shirl Delarue and 

Joanne Brown, Marion Habermehl, Ravi Inder-Soligo, Trish Johnston,
Cheryl Lyon, Marlis Lindsay, Elizabeth Mann, Leslie McGrath, Tina
Staplin, Jessica Tudos, Diane Romerein, Anne Watson-Russell, Ivan

Woolley and Carol Yeo, D. M. Wyslouzil

Bill Kimball
Jordan Lyall
Patti Shaughnessy
Kate Story
Kerry Day
Max Price
Susan Newman
Powerhouse Digital Video 

STAFF



Choreographer
Composer
Musicians

Director
Text

Dancers
Understudy

Rehearsal Director
Tour Technical Director

Movement Coach
Lighting Design

Sound Design
Set Design

Costume Design
Slide Design

Costume Painter
Graphic Artwork

Publicity

Jennifer Mascall
Veda Hille
Veda Hille, Skye Brooks, Barry Mirochnick
Martin Walton, Ford Pier
Penelope Stella
Marc Diamond
Marissa Gomez, Alisoun Payne, Deanna Peters
Susan Kania
Ron Stewart
Chris Oliver
Olivia Thorvaldson
John Macfarlane
Martin Gotfrit
Pechet + Robb
Nancy Bryant
Andrew Denton
Nancy Bryant, Linda Findlay
John Endo Greenaway
Kevin Dale McKeown

Traces of E. Carr

Since July 1999 Traces of Emily Carr: The Brutal Telling has been performed in 92 different
incarnations across Canada and in Europe. This piece is the result of a dynamic collaboration of team

of diverse and innovative artists including Jennifer Mascall, Veda Hille, Penelope Stella, Mark Diamond,
Bill Pechet, Stephanie Robb and Nancy Bryant. Traces of E. Carr is a journey into the life of Canadian

artist Emily Carr and, through its themes, is a portrait of all artists and each of us who struggle
through life’s challenges to realize our most personal dreams. The work is creative non-fiction and

uses as source material the writings of Emily Carr to delve into the recesses of her idiosyncratic life to
explore her drive and perseverance to make informed powerful art. When Traces of Emily Carr: The

Brutal Telling was presented at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland in 2000, the production
garnered a five star rating and dancers Marthe Léonard and Tonja Livingstone were recognized for

outstanding performances. Mark Waddell of the Scotsman stated,  “A trembling sensibility lurks
beneath the movement, whether straining on the tips of their toes, pulling each other around the

stage or performing a kind of punk ballet, they mirror the ambition and insecurity of a woman ahead
of her time”.  This work was the popular favorite at the Spoleto Festival 2000 in Italy, where critics

described the piece as “courageous and spirited work.”

Veda Hille's original score, Here is a Picture: Songs for E. Carr, was commissioned by Mascall Dance
specifically for this work and is available on CD.  Director David Rimmer and Choreographer Jennifer
Mascall have created a video based on The Brutal Telling production.  This work was funded by the
Canada Council for the Arts, The Province of British Columbia, The City of Vancouver, and BRAVO. 



ABOUT EMILY CARR
Emily Carr was born in Victoria on December 13,
1871, the same year that British Columbia
became the sixth province in Canada.  Her
parents were English and had settled in Victoria
in 1863. Emily was the youngest of five sisters; a
younger brother had died in childhood. She
began her formal art training in San Francisco at
the age of nineteen. Her early creative
experience included studies in England and
France, which had a profound impact upon her
emerging sense of herself as an artist. In 1930,
with a fateful series of sketching trips around
the coast of B.C. her artistic persona was
solidified. During her life, Carr resorted to a
number of different activities in order to
support herself, including: raising dogs, selling
pottery and her ill-fated stint as a landlady in a
boarding house. During her own lifetime, Carr
gained more renown for her series of
autobiographical books than for her paintings.
In her fifties she traveled to Toronto to meet the
Group of Seven, encouraged by their support,
she began the series of paintings, which are now
recognized as her most important works.

ABOUT MASCALL DANCE
Mascall Dance is a Vancouver based company
recognized regionally and nationally for its
contribution to dance and to the performing
arts. Choreographer Jennifer Mascall has been
creating dances for thirty-four years as an
independent artist, a founding co-artistic
director of EDAM Performing Arts, and Artistic
Director of Mascall Dance. Both Mascall and the
company have received critical acclaim
throughout Canada and abroad for her
innovations and exciting collaborations with
artists from other disciplines.  In addition to
Traces of E. Carr, Mascall Dance's current
activities include: What? a solo piece performed

by dancer Ron Stewart, Homewerk, which will
tour California in 2009, Way Out West the annual
Mascall Dance Summer Intensive, Eclipse a video
dance produced by Turning Point Ensemble, and
The White Spider, a new dance currently in
creation. Jennifer and Mascall Dance have had
works commissioned by Vancouver New Music
Society, Canada Dance Festival, EXPO ‘86 World
Festival, Winnipeg’s Contemporary Dancers,
Dancemakers, Autumn Angel, and Tamahnous
Theatre Company. www.mascal ldance.ca

ABOUT JENNIFER MASCALL
“A person who wishes to become a
choreographer must imagine what they can bring
to dance which is not already there.”  These
words of Merce Cunningham, with whom,
Jennifer Mascall trained with in the early 1970s,
are reflected in her choreography. As a mature
choreographer and Artistic Director, Mascall is
continues in her quest to explore the potential
of the human body moving in space and expand
our preconceived notions of the discipline of
contemporary dance. Mascall has been called a
maverick, visionary, enfant terrible and even a
lone swimmer. Her choreography takes the
viewer on intoxicating journeys into other
spaces places and times. Sometimes absurd,
sometimes minimal sometimes formal and
biographical; Mascall challenges sensibilities and
expectations! Works such as: The Shostakovich,
The Light at the End of the Tunnel May be
Another Train Coming Toward You, Not Only But
Also, Homewerk, Housewerk, Bean Bar
Zambuka, Traces of E. Carr; are intelligent,
insightful and witty. As an artist, Mascall
challenges her audiences think about the
relationship between movement and meaning,
splicing together kinetic collages that can be
radically revisionist and other times
transformative and sentimental. Her



choreography is informed by her background and
training in modern dance, ballet, contact
improvisation, and BodyMind Centering®.  She
began her dance career as a solo performer and
soon received international acclaim touring her
work. In 1987, along with six artists, she
founded the collective EDAM (Experimental
Dance and Music). In 1989, Mascall became the
Artistic Director of Mascall Dance. The Company
has created 22 works and has several events and
series that work and develop continually. Mascall
Dance has performed in Italy, in the Highlands of
Scotland, in Monte Carlo and in Edinburgh.
Mascall is also a teacher and lecture. Her award
winning educational program, Make A Dance is
used as a training model across Canada.
Jennifer Mascall is undeniably original,
exuberantly prolific, passionately engaged and
impossible to summarize.

ABOUT THE DANCERS
Marissa Gomez - Dancer
Marissa received her early training in her
hometown of Salmon Arm, B.C. She completed
her professional training in Vancouver through
the Arts Umbrella Graduate Program. As a
member of the Arts Umbrella Student Company,
Marissa attended the Professional Project in
Montreal, Quebec. Upon graduating from Arts
Umbrella she performed at the Closing
Ceremonies of the 2006 Winter Olympics in
Turin, Italy, under the direction of
choreographer Mark Godden. After moving to
Montreal, she performed with PI Theatre Danse
in their production of La Trilogies De La Terre:
Demain.

Alisoun Payne - Dancer
Formerly with Les Ballets-Jazz de Montreal,
Alisoun has worked as an independent dance
artist since 1993. In Vancouver she has worked

with the Mascall Dance Co., Judith Marcuse, the
Karen Jamieson Dance Co., and Aeriosa, Martha
Carter as well as on many independent and
mixed media projects. In film she has worked
with Daniel Conrad and Judith Marcuse on the
award winning dance film States of Grace, and
most recently in the feature length film,
Catwoman. She has worked since 1994 as an
aerialist, dancer, and co-creator of a unique
discipline called trampoline-dance with the
innovative Montreal-based acrobatic dance
troupe entitled Apogee; founded and directed by
Cirque du Soleil choreographer Debra Brown. In
addition, she has invested eight years of study in
her interests in the healing arts, resulting in a
black belt in Chien Lung Kung Fu, and a teaching
certificate for the system of energy work called
Core Energetics. Alisoun has performed and
taught both dance and Core Energetics in venues
and schools throughout Canada and the US, as
well as in Great Britain.  

Deanna Peters - Dancer
Deanna Peters is a graduate of the dance
programs at Grant MacEwan College and Simon
Fraser University. Professionally she has worked
for Barbara Bourget, Peter Chin, Chrysalis
Theatre, Bill Coleman, Co. ERASGA, Paul-Andre
Fortier, Heidi Bunting Dance, Karen Jamieson
Dance, Kinesis Dance Soma Theatro, Kokoro
Dance Theatre, and Mascall Dance. Her own
choreography has been performed at Twelve
Minutes Max, the Alexander Centre, W.I.P, and
twice at Dances for a Small Stage.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Veda Hille - Composer
Veda Hille’s music defies strict classification. It
has been describes as hard-driven poetics and
jazz-pop. She cites a range of influences
including J.S. Bach, new music composer Robin

Holcomb, e.e.cummings and the Canadian super
group The Rheostatics. In January 1998, Hille
released Here is A Picture, comprised of the
songs she composed for Traces of Emily Carr:
The Brutal Telling. Veda’s new album Life
Support will be available in Canada March 9,
2008. Veda's music is acclaimed nationally and
abroad.  www.vedahil le.com

Marc Diamond - Text 
Marc Diamond has published novels, plays and
short stories. His work has been performed in
Canada, the U.S. and England. He also wrote the
libretto for the acclaimed opera The Star
Catalogues composed by Owen Underhill.
Diamond was active in theatre and new music,
and has directed more than fifty plays and
operas.  

Penelope Stella - Director
Penelope Stella is a theatre director and actor
whose work is acknowledged internationally.
Stella has directed a number of operas and
music-theatre works: The Balloonist, No No Miya
by Rudolf Komoruos, Kopernicus by Claude
Vivier, and the world premier of the acclaimed
The Star Catalogues by Owen Underhill with
lyrics by Marc Diamond. Stella is also a director
and performer with Square Planet Performance
Group and an Associate Professor in Theatre at
Simon Fraser University’s School for the
Contemporary Arts.

Martin Gotfrit - Sound Design
Martin Gotfrit studied film and music at
Concordia University and completed a Masters
degree in Communications at McGill. He has
been on faculty at Simon Fraser University's
School for the Contemporary Arts since 1981,
where he currently holds the position of
Associate Professor.  As a composer his work

includes electro acoustic and acoustic scores for
feature and documentary film, video, theatre,
dance and concert stage.

Nancy Bryant - Costume Design & Painting
Nancy Bryant has designed costumes for
numerous theatre and dance companies. Nancy
received Jessie Awards for her costume designs
for Maniac Bride, It’s Blow’ Grown’ and Glowin’
on Bowen, The Imaginary Invalid, The Overcoat
and The Gravity Machine.

Pechet + Robb - Set Design
Bill and Stephanie hold degrees in Urban
Geography, Fine Arts and Architecture. Known
for their situational tableaux’, Bill and
Stephanie’s collaborations began in Architecture

John MacFarlane - 
Set Adaptation, Lighting Design
John MacFarlane has been working with dance
since he innocently stumbled into the Alvin
Nikolais rehearsal process and world tour in
1974. His work has gradually shifted from audio,
technical direction, construction, and stage
management to lighting design. He teaches at
Simon Fraser University's School for the
Contemporary Arts.

Special Thanks to: 
Jeff Corness, Tim Matheson, 

and Bronwen Sutherland
We also acknowledge the financial support of

The Canada Council, The Canada Council Touring
Office, The Province of British Columbia through

the B.C.  Arts Council and the B.C. Gaming
Commission, The City of Vancouver, and Made-In-

BC Dance on Tour.
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